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Yoonmi Nam
Born 1974, Seoul, South Korea
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ARTIST’S STATEMENT

Since 2005 I have been working on black and white sumi ink drawings based on techniques described in traditional Chinese painting manuals. Although I was born and raised in South Korea, my art education emphasized Western art and history. Only after years of living in America did I come to realize the importance of Asian cultural traditions. Since then, my work has been concerned with emphasizing my cultural history and re-teaching myself the language of traditional Asian brush painting techniques. My desire is not to become a traditional painter. Rather, it is to use traditional techniques to express the sense of estrangement I have often felt living in Eastern and Western cultures. I am drawn to the transitional existence in which ideas and states of being cannot quite be determined to be this or that, but hover uncertainly somewhere in between. The images in this exhibition depict man-made structures that are in transition—in the process of being torn down, built up, or simply in some kind of state of change. They are drawn from the everyday environment I observe in Kansas. I am using this imagery as a metaphor for myself as a person and an artist.

—Yoonmi Nam, Lawrence, Kansas

BIOGRAPHY

Yoonmi Nam is the 2010 Friends of the Beach Museum of Art gift print artist. Nam was born and raised in Seoul, South Korea, spending part of her youth in Canada. She earned a BFA degree in printmaking from Seoul Hongik University and an MFA degree in painting and printmaking from the Rhode Island School of Design (2000). Nam’s work, which includes prints, installations, and drawings, considers what she refers to as the “cross-cultural experience and sense of place.” Nam’s recent study of traditional ink paintings and woodblock prints has taken her to Japan, Korea, and China. In 2009 and 2010 she journeyed to the Tibetan region of China with the Golok Study Group to develop English and arts curricula for the Mayul School. Nam has received numerous grants and fellowships to support her research and travel. Recent awards include the Hall Center Creative Work Fellowship, the Kansas Arts Commission Mid-Career Artist Fellowship, and the Center for East Asian Studies International Research Travel Grant. Nam teaches printmaking and drawing at the University of Kansas, where she has been a faculty member since 2001.